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Prepare for the ‘taxulation’ era
Tim Hames, Director General of the BVCA, said at Guernsey’s London
Funds Forum this May that his members are “not worried enough” about
what he called the “taxulation” era that is ahead. He added that investors
are beginning to wake up to BEPS and have become concerned about tax
risk. He believes that BEPS will change fund structuring.
On the subject of AIFMD Tim Hames mentioned that on his travels around
the globe he comes across what he said are significant numbers of people
that have decided to give Europe a pass, at least for the time being,
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because of the Directive. And James Gee, Private Funds Counsel at Weil,
doesn’t think that as many Channel Island based managers as expected will
take up the AIFM passport when or if it is offered to them.
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UK election result is not good for
AIFMD

Speaking at the same conference Ravi Anand, Head of Corporate Finance
and Executive Director at Dexion Capital, called for a cost-benefit analysis
of the much criticised Directive before ‘AIFMD II’ discussions get under way.
But at least the person responsible for AIFMD in Brussels is now Lord Hill,
a David Cameron nominated EU commissioner. He will be responsible for
changes to the Directive, assuming the UK votes to stay in the EU in the
upcoming referendum. 
Continued on page 14
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in the AIFMD era. But Robert Mellor, a tax partner at PwC, believes that
ManCo platforms could be threatened by BEPS.
ManCo platforms are popular with a wide variety of different asset
management groups. They are being used by fund of hedge funds, hedge
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funds, private equity funds and real estate funds. Some of these are
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managers of funds with assets well into the billions of dollars whilst others
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are a great deal smaller. AIFMD is expected to lead to a large growth in
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various third party platforms and sub-advisory relationships. Third party
AIFMD ManCo platforms are expected to be at the heart of this.
The third party ManCo option was of interest to many managers interviewed
by IFI Global for its AIFMD Impact research, conducted during the summer
of 2014. (IFI Global interviewed 72 organisations with dedicated alternative
assets of $197 billion, and an overall AUM of approximately $2.5 trillion.)
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